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A FINAL WORD FROM LIFE-SAFER, INC.

Caution:
Police, Fire & EMS personnel responding to water emergencies should not be attempting "water-entry" 
rescues, but some do when it becomes apparent that specialized resources won't arrive in time and their 
attempts with existing equipment fail them.

Situation:
Due to size, most buoyant devices don't possess sufficient reach.  To overcome this, some professionals 
have begun using non-buoyant devices to increase reach.

Sending a non-buoyant device to an "Actively Drowning Person" is not advisable!

The PERSONAL RETRIEVER™ is the first rescue device which provides both sufficient reach & buoyancy
and was designed specifically for the demands faced by "First-Responders" during drowning interventions.
To effect the rescue or to expand the survival window until specialized resources arrive, the PERSONAL 
RETRIEVER™  may prove to be the best option.

Specifications:
The PERSONAL RETRIEVER™; a throwable static-water rescue disk, is made of "soft closed-cell foam"
with a rigid propylene base, which greatly reduces the risk of injury to potenial drowning victims.

Reach:  100 feet
Buoyancy:  12 pounds*
Deployment time:  10 seconds or less
Retrieval / Re-deployment time:  45 seconds or less
Material:  Soft Expanded Polyethylene Foam Top and Propylene Base
Diameter:  17 inches
Weight:  1.5 pounds
Training time:  One hour or less
Rope:  650 pound test buoyant 3/16 inch polypropylene
Design:  Aero-dynamic and hydro-dynamic rotating wing
Wind penetration: Full extention into 15-knot winds
Coating:  Petroleum resistant plasti-coat

* The US & UK accept 50 Newtons / 11 pounds of buoyancy now required in the Type 50 Buoyancy Aids as 
sufficent to keep a conscious person afloat.

** as of 8/15/2002, the PERSONAL RETRIEVER™  sells for $89.95 (US) plus shipping and handling.
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